Before reading, know most of this "research" they did is just the usual kvetching and whining the jews do, everytime they find out someone in the world dislikes them. The jews feel like the goyim is eternally cursed, damned and wrong for not loving its jewish master, body and soul, and the moment one expresses an opinion of dislike towards them, they are a fully murderous anti-Semite neo-Nazi fascist bigot and everything else.

It's beyond their brain that they can be disliked for obviously wrong actions or because of their behavior. Psychopathy on a racial basis appears to be a thing with them. Why does the goyim hate for having all their culture displaced and constantly being forced to act like they love jews at every corner at the fear of death or something? What's wrong with the goyim?

The thing we are never told about "Anti-Semitism" is why are these strange, deplorable, "antiSemitic without any reason", disturbed about jews? What are the questions these people have and why are these only being addressed not by information, but by mass censorship, attacks, murder, or just by reducing all of it to a mere "Hatred" and never opening up conversation.

Just see for example these Germans. They are told every single day since infancy that they were Nazis and responsible for all the world's evils, that they owe the jews eternal money, that they killed 60 gazillion jews, they are told that their bright future lies when all German people are dead and extinct because once upon a time, all of modern Germany is built around the guilt complex of modern Germans for something that happened decades ago. They go to jail for in any way questioning history, but they still do have anti-Semetic opinions. Jewish progressive policies have filled them with endless foreigners from all over the world, because Germans let's not forget are Evil Nazis and they can use some Vibrancy in their midst, and still, they DARE question jews!

The situation has reached extreme levels of OY VEY! The situation is at an OY VEY level with this goyim! Everytime a Goyim asks a critical question or thinks for itself; it is directly doing a literal holocaust of 60 billion innocent baby puffy chosen people. As a Rabbi said, smacking a jew on the face [even if that is with...
a question, let me add, because question = holocaust] is equal to hitting G-D himself!]

These sublime people who are always definitely sane, persecuted and totally good and moral assessed the "definitely crazy opinions" of the dislikers of jews, [never ever did a bad thing all their racial existence, such as hitting Assyrian infants on stones in the bible, but this was good cause it was a moral biblical thing and righteously helped the jewish people].

The bible itself anti-Semites claim, is NOT a good manuscript, and it's only a manuscript of jewish racial wars and cultural wars against all other Gentiles, and bragging rights to the end of jews hating all the world's non jews. Don't be deceived by what Anti-Semites say, everything that benefits the jews is a good and positive thing even if this is to holocaust other ancient peoples and brag in your "Religious books" about it. It's far holier than this, but a dumb goyim would never understand, that's what a Rabbi would say.

We have to present some of the preposterous goyim created questions some vile enemies of jews happen to be asking, all while they DARE to dislike or question the self-proclaimed "God's children", and "Master race" [Menechem Begin quoted] of the planet.

Maybe all of Israel's borders are closed and jews need to take a DNA test to become jews, but somehow Jewesses outside of Israel like Barbara Specter tell us Europe has to become totally open to all sorts of random invaders and that it should be embraced, and then dines with Jacob Rothschild while they are at it? Maybe they invented slavery based financial systems such as Biblical Feudalism or modern wage serfdom, justified on the words written by desert jews? Maybe the first jewish people who enslaved Black People and brought them to America to profit financially, gave rise to fueling hatred between White and Black people?

Maybe the Asiatic people are under a Communist regime, inspired after the glories of the USSR which had an almost exclusively Jewish government? Maybe all the founding philosophies of Communism were penned by jews such as Karl Marx?

Maybe all the world has been subverted to Jewish Abrahamic Programs of Christianity, Islam and Judaism, where all the ancient people were killed off worldwide to replace these philosophies?

Maybe they destroyed Rome through exporting Christianity?

Maybe they lord over our countries as supreme minorities below 1% such as the blatant things they do in Germany today, enslaving people during the time of a
Liberal Democracy from even asking questions or googling things about their own history?
Maybe people know that the Holocaust numbers could never add up since if these actually existed jews wouldn't come out of Europe in even greater amounts after WW2?
Maybe they want constant war in the Middle East and to create a globalist empire centered in Israel? Maybe there are videos of jews online calling all Gentiles Slave Goyim Animals?
Maybe the United States today are constantly pulled in war from the Israeli Zionist Lobby and so that only jews can benefit?
Maybe jews do wars through other Nations rather than their own, and put bets or usurp the wealth of Nations through wars, as part of an international lobby such as they did in the Middle Ages?
Maybe Mark Zuckerberg and other jews who are behind mass surveillance and global Orwellian control just happen to be jewish?
Maybe people are fed up with jews like Soros who openly admit they are flooding other races in Europe to cause societal and financial collapse?
Maybe it's strange that Jews out of all racial groups in EVERY Nation, enjoy special status, special privileges, armed protection, and laws that protect them from just about anything?
Maybe some are estranged to the idea that jews claim to be the world's greatest race and that everyone else is an insect, such as how their top Rabbis and politicians claim?
Maybe people are fed up with opening televisions and seeing black people screwing with White girls, come all out of jewish Hollywood?
Maybe there are angry people because jews come in your own nation and declare you will be demographically replaced and there is nothing you can do about it, but sit and watch as your species dies?

Maybe all of the above don't just get to stand eternally beyond criticism over the mere jewtalk about "Anti-Semitism" and the "Holocaust", since other races have underwent far more "Holocaust" racially and never thought of turning this to a marketing and censorship scheme?

Regardless, huge awakening is happening thanks to the RTRs.

It's not necessary for the future of this world to be eternal slaves to jews, and we are not in any way obligated to follow their desert cults, and their extreme racism towards all of Gentiles. People are becoming aware of this fact.
One in four Germans holds anti-Semitic beliefs, study finds

https://www.dw.com/en/one-in-four-german ... a-50958589

More than a quarter of Germans surveyed said they agreed with anti-Semitic statements, including that Jews have "too much power over the economy." Over 40% said they thought Jews "talk about the Holocaust too much."

Anti-Semitism is gaining a stronger foothold in German society, the Süddeutsche Zeitung newspaper reported on Wednesday, citing a new study from the World Jewish Congress (WJC).

Out of the 1,300 Germans who took part in the representative survey, 27% agreed with a range of anti-Semitic statements and stereotypes about Jewish people.

Some 41% said they agreed with the statement that "Jews talk about the Holocaust too much." The same portion said they believed "Jews are more loyal to Israel than to Germany."

Over 20% of respondents said they agreed that Jewish people have "too much power" over the economy, international financial markets and the media. Another 22% agreed that "people hate Jews due to the way they behave."

"These are cliches, stereotypes, envy but there is also some truth to it. Jews are successful. What's the problem with that?" Cologne Rabbi Yechiel Brukner told DW. "Why are Germans not envious that, as a percentage of the population, Jews have many more Nobel Prize winners? Why doesn't that bother anyone? What does it always concern the aspect of 'money'? Judaism places an emphasis on intellectual intelligence and that has meant that Jews are often very successful. They also work hard, but why does someone not like them for that?"

"Think about this: There are still living Holocaust survivors and Germans already dare to entertain anti-Semitic thoughts — and even to take action based on them. That's incredible," Brukner added.

The survey was carried out two months ago, prior to the anti-Semitic attack targeting a synagogue in the eastern German city of Halle.

Hostility towards Jews growing among 'elites'
Anti-Semitism is also growing among the wealthy and well-educated, according to the study.

The WJC found that 18% of "elites" — respondents with at least one university degree who make at least €100,000 ($111,300) per year — agreed with anti-Semitic sentiments.

Within that group, over a quarter said they believed Jewish people have "too much power over world politics" and the economy.

---

**Anti-Semitism in Germany**

Percentage of respondents who answered 'strongly agree'

- Jewish people are like everyone else: 79%
- Jews are more family-oriented than others in Germany: 45%
- Jews are more loyal to Israel than to Germany: 41%
- Jews still talk too much about the Holocaust: 41%
- A lot of people I know have negative feelings about Jews: 24%
- Jews think they are better than others: 24%
- People hate Jews because of the way they behave: 22%
- Jews don't care what happens to anyone else: 19%
- Jews are responsible for most of the world's wars: 12%

Source: World Jewish Congress (WJC) Germany Anti-Semitism Assessment Study, October 2019 ©DW
"It's time for German society to take a stand"

The president of the World Jewish Congress, Ronald S. Lauder, told the Süddeutsche Zeitung that the state of anti-Semitism in Germany has reached a "crisis point."

"We've seen what happens when ordinary people look away or remain silent," he told the paper.

Lauder added that Germany has an obligation to prevent the return of intolerance and hatred, and if one quarter of the population adheres to anti-Semitic beliefs, then the remaining three quarters must take action to defend democracy and a tolerant society in Germany.

"It's time for German society to take a stand and combat anti-Semitism head-on," he said.

Resistance rises

While anti-Semitism is spreading in Germany, the study found that the readiness to combat it is also growing.

Two-thirds of "elites" said they would sign a petition against anti-Semitism, while a third of all the respondents said they were willing to take part in demonstrations against anti-Semitism.

The vast majority of respondents recognized there was a rise in hostile behavior toward Jewish people in Germany, with 65% saying that rise was tied to the success of "right-wing extremist parties."

One in four respondents said it was possible that "something like the Holocaust could happen in Germany again."

Read more: German politicians slam right-wing populist AfD over rising anti-Semitism

Nastassja Shtrauchler contributed to this report.